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Barr-baher
Age 3-5 year-olds; 6-8 year-olds

Time 10 minutes

Materials Long piece of string or enough cones to make a large circle 
(optional)

Purpose To learn about different languages

Values Respect for diversity and acceptance

Rights and  
responsibilities

Right to non-discrimination (Article 2, CRC)
For all of us to enjoy this right, we need to respect others.

To support the participation of all group members (including English-language 
learners), help build their vocabulary related to the activity (e.g., land, sea, language). 
Refer to tips and strategies on pg. 125 for ideas on how.

Object of the game
To jump in and out of a circle depending on the instructions given.

How to play 
1. Ask the children to stand in a circle. Stand in the centre of the circle and explain

that the inside of the circle represents the sea and the outside, the land.
2. When you say “sea,” the children must jump into the circle with 1 jump, and when

you say “land,” they must jump out of the circle with 1 jump. Begin slowly, and
then pick up the pace.

3. Play the game again, but this time use the Arabic words words “barr” (land) and
“baher” (sea). You can also use other words for “land” and “sea” included below.
The children can also share the same expressions in their mother tongues.
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Land Sea
Arabic barr ّر baher رْحَ

Armenian հհհ հ   hogh e հհհ   tsov

Chinese 土地   tհdհ 海   hհi

Cree ᐊᐊᐊᐊ   askհy ᐊᐊᐊᐊᐊ   kicikamiw

Inuktitut nunak tagiuk

Punjabi zamհna dհ samudara

Somali dalka badda

Spanish tierra mar

Group discussion

Feel
• How did you like the game?
• How did you feel when you heard words from a new language?

Think
• What new words did you learn in this game?
• What language do you speak at home? (What languages are spoken in this

neighbourhood?)

Act
• What can we do to help each other learn new words (or help someone who is

learning a new language)?
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